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INTRODUCTION
W ITH the continued advances in mobile computing and positioning technologies, such as GPS [16] , location management has become an active area of research. Several research efforts have been made to address the problem of indexing moving objects or moving object trajectories to support efficient evaluation of continual spatial queries. Our focus in this paper is on moving continual queries over moving objects (MCQs for short). There are two major types of MCQs: moving continual range queries and moving continual k-nearest neighbor queries.
Efficient evaluation of MCQs is an important issue in both mobile systems and moving object tracking systems. Research on evaluating range queries over moving object positions has so far focused on static continual range queries [19] , [11] , [3] . A static continual range query specifies a spatial range together with a time interval and tracks the set of objects that locate within this spatial region over the given time period. The result of the query changes as the objects being queried move over time. Although similar, a moving continual range query exhibits some fundamental differences when compared to a static continual range query. A moving continual range query has an associated moving object, called the focal object of the query [7] ; the spatial region of the query moves continuously as the query's focal object moves. Moving continual queries introduce a new challenge in indexing, due mainly to the highly dynamic nature of both queries and objects.
MCQs have different applications, such as environmental awareness, object tracking and monitoring, location-based services, virtual environments, and computer games, to name a few. Here is an example of a moving continual query, MCQ 1 : "Give me the positions of those customers who are looking for taxis and are within five miles (of my location at each instant of time or at an interval of every minute) during the next 20 minutes," posted by a taxi driver on the road. The focal object of MCQ 1 is the taxi on the road. Another example is MCQ 2 : "Give me the number of friendly units within a five-mile radius around me during the next two hours," posted by a soldier equipped with mobile devices marching in the field, or a moving tank in a military setting. The focal object of MCQ 2 is the soldier marching in the field or the moving tank.
Different specializations of MCQs can result in interesting classes of MCQs. One is called moving continual queries over static objects, where the target objects are stationary objects in the query region. An example of such a query is MCQ 3 : "Give me the locations and names of the gas stations offering gasoline for less than $1.20 per gallon within 10 miles, during the next half an hour," posted by a driver of a moving car, where the focal object of the query is the car on the move and the target objects are the gas stations within 10 miles with respect to the location of the car. Another interesting specialization is the so called static continual queries over moving objects, where the queries are posed with static focal objects or without focal objects. An example query is MCQ 4 : "Give me the list of AAA vehicles that are currently on service call in downtown Atlanta (or five miles from my office location), during the next hour." Note that these specializations of MCQs are computationally easier to evaluate. Our focus in this paper is the evaluation of MCQs in their most general form, such as MCQ 1 and MCQ 2 .
Due to frequent updates to the index structures, traditional indexing approaches built on moving object positions generally do not work well for MCQs [19] , [11] . In order to tackle this problem, several researchers have introduced alternative approaches based on the idea of indexing the parameters of the motion functions of the moving objects [12] , [20] , [24] , [1] . They effectively alleviate the problem of frequent updates to the indexes, as the indexes need to be updated only when the parameters change. These approaches are mostly based on R-tree-like structures and produce time-parameterized minimum bounding rectangles that enlarge continuously [20] , [24] , [19] . As a consequence of enlarged bounding rectangles, the search performance can deteriorate over time and the index structures may need to be reconstructed periodically [19] , [20] . As far as update costs are concerned, approaches based on time-parameterized rectangles [20] , [24] can provide excellent performance. However, they are not sufficient for processing MCQs. This is because they do not support incremental reevaluation of queries and the continual nature of these queries dictates that the same queries must be reevaluated at frequent intervals. Thus, there is a need for new methods that can evaluate these MCQs incrementally.
In this paper, we describe a motion-adaptive indexing (MAI) scheme for efficient processing of moving continual queries over moving objects. It uses the concept of motionsensitive bounding boxes (MSBs) to model both moving objects and moving queries. Instead of indexing frequently changing object positions, we index less frequently changing object-and-query MSBs, where updates to the bounding boxes are needed only when objects and queries move across the boundaries of their boxes. This helps decrease the number of updates performed on the indexes. However, the main use of MSBs is to facilitate incremental processing of MCQs. We provide two techniques to reduce the costs of query reevaluation and search on the MSB indexes. First, we optimistically precalculate query results and incrementally maintain such predictive query results under the presence of object motion changes. MSBs are used to control the amount of precomputation to be performed for calculating the predictive query results and to decide when the results need to be updated. Second, we support motion-adaptive indexing. We automatically adapt the sizes of MSBs to the changing motion behaviors of the corresponding individual objects. By adapting to movingobject behavior at the granularity of individual objects, the moving queries can be evaluated faster by performing fewer IOs. Furthermore, we extend the MAI approach to the evaluation of moving continual k-nearest neighbor queries, by introducing the concepts of guaranteed safe radius and optimistic safe radius that are used to leverage the moving continual range queries for answering kNN queries.
Other interesting contributions of this paper are the development of an analytical model for estimating the cost of moving query evaluation and the use of analytical models to guide the setting and the adaptation of several system parameters for our proposed indexing scheme. The proposed motion-adaptive indexing scheme is independent of the underlying spatial index structures by design. In the experiments reported in this paper, we use both R Ã -trees and statically partitioned grids for measuring the performance of our indexing scheme. Our experimental results show that the motion-adaptive indexing scheme is efficient for the evaluation of both moving continual range queries and moving continual k-nearest neighbor queries. We report a series of experimental performance results for different workloads, including scenarios based on skewed objectand-query distribution, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our motion-adaptive indexing scheme through comparisons with other alternative indexing approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We discuss the previous work in the literature related to querying and indexing moving object positions in Section 2. Section 3 gives an overview of the basic concepts and the system model. Section 4 describes the motion-adaptive indexing scheme for efficient evaluation of moving range queries. Section 5 extends the solution to the efficient evaluation of moving kNN queries. Section 6 reports various performance results to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. We conclude with a summary in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Research on moving object indexing can be broadly divided into two categories, based on 1) the current positions of the moving objects and 2) the trajectories of the moving objects. Our work belongs to the first category. An essential study dealing with the problem of indexing and querying moving object trajectories can be found in [18] . Continual queries are used as a useful tool for monitoring frequently changing information [25] , [14] . In the spatial databases domain, continual queries are employed for continuously querying moving object positions. Most of the work on continual queries over moving object positions is either on static continual queries over moving objects [19] , [11] , [12] , [3] , [21] , [29] , [30] or on moving continual queries over static objects [23] , [22] . None of the these works has addressed the problem of moving continual queries over moving objects.
In [19] , velocity-constrained indexing and query indexing (Q-index) have been proposed for efficient evaluation of static continual range queries. The same problem is studied in [11] ; however, the focus is on in-memory structures and algorithms. In [20] , TPR-tree, an R-tree-based indexing structure, is proposed for indexing the motion parameters of moving objects by using time-parameterized rectangles and answering queries using this index. TPR Ã -tree, an extension of TPR-tree-optimized for queries that look into the future (predictive), is described in [24] . Note that even though TPR-related indexes [20] , [24] support moving queries, these moving queries are predefined regions in the spatio-temporal domain. They are not the moving continual queries, such as MCQ 1 and MCQ 2 , discussed in this paper. Recently, newer indexing schemes that improve upon the performance of TPR-trees have been introduced, such as STRIPES [17] and the B þ -tree-based indexing technique of [10] . Nevertheless, the focus of these works is on developing search-and-update-efficient indexing structures for managing moving object locations and they do not have special mechanisms to support continual queries, whereas our focus is on developing a logical indexing scheme that leverages already existing indexing structures to support efficient processing of MCQs through incremental evaluation. Advanced indexing structures can be integrated into our MAI approach by replacing the R Ã -tree-based object-and-query indexes we employ. In [2] , efficient query evaluation techniques for nearestneighbor (k ¼ 1) and reverse-nearest-neighbor queries are developed for moving queries over moving objects. CNN [23] gives an algorithm for precalculating k-nearest neighbors with a line segment representing the continuous motion of the query; however, the target objects are assumed to be static. In [32] , techniques based on objectonly indexing and query-only indexing are proposed to evaluate moving continuous kNN queries over moving objects. However, the solution is exclusive to kNN queries. In contrast, our approach supports range and kNN queries within the same framework and uses object-and-query indexing at the same time to optimize the performance for a large range of parameters that include cases where objectonly indexing falls short, as well as cases where query-only indexing is ineffective.
The concept of moving continual queries is to some extent similar to Dynamic Queries (DQ) [13] . A dynamic query is defined as a temporally ordered set of snapshot queries in [13] . This is a low-level definition as opposed to our definition of moving continual queries, which is more declarative and is defined from the users' perspective. The work done in [13] indexes the trajectories of the moving objects and describes how to efficiently evaluate dynamic queries that represent predictable or unpredictable movement of an observer. They also describe how new trajectories can be added when a dynamic query is actively running. Their assumptions are in line with their motivating scenario, which is to support rendering of objects in virtual-tour-like applications. Our work focuses on realtime evaluation of moving queries in real-world settings, where the trajectories of the moving objects are unpredictable and the queries can potentially be associated with moving objects inside the system. An important feature of our approach is its motion adaptiveness, allowing the query evaluation to be optimized according to the dynamic motion behavior of the objects. Our experiments have shown that such motion-adaptive capability offers significant performance gain for evaluating moving queries over moving objects.
The most relevant work to ours, in terms of its support for various types of continual spatial queries discussed in Section 1 and its ability to perform incremental evaluation, is the SINA [15] (and its kNN extension SEA-KNN [31] ) algorithm that has been developed concurrently and independently with our work [8] . SINA employs hashbased indexing techniques for both objects and queries and generates positive and negative updates (incrementally) through a three-step process consisting of hashing, invalidation, and joining. However, there is an inherent difference between our approach and SINA. Specifically, motion modeling (described in Section 3.2) is integrated into our approach, which enables predictive query results and helps increase the system scalability by reducing the number of location updates received from the moving objects. It has been shown in [4] that the use of linear functions for motion modeling reduces the amount of updates to one-third in comparison to constant functions, for realistic thresholds. However, SINA works on raw location updates in the form of ðx; yÞ coordinate pairs and is not designed to take advantage of motion modeling. On the other hand, motion modeling may introduce additional processing requirements on the moving objects. Fortunately, dead-reckoning algorithms for linear motion modeling are simple and can be implemented easily with cheap hardware or software. Besides these, the SINA approach is not motion-adaptive like our MAI approach, i.e., it does not optimize the system based on the movement characteristics of the individual objects. In summary, SINA and MAI are different in their assumptions and requirements with respect to the supports required by the mobile objects, as well as in terms of the specific techniques they employ for the purpose of query evaluation. However, both are intended to solve the same high-level problem of evaluating moving continuous queries over moving objects.
In [21] , a two-level architecture is proposed, where there exist location preprocessors between the moving objects and the database. The location updates are propagated to the database only when the objects cross boundaries of their hash buckets, which are fixed. The database is aware of only the hash buckets and does not know exact positions of objects within the buckets. Some queries have to be propagated to location preprocessors that have the exact information. Going further in this direction, in [3] , [7] , and [9] , two-level architectures that push the location filtering to mobile units were described. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of our MAI approach with some of the existing approaches. Our approach is the most universal in handling various types of continual queries and has many desirable system properties, such as incremental evaluation of queries and motion adaptation.
THE SYSTEM MODEL
The basic elements of our system model are a set of moving or stationary objects and a set of moving or static continual (range or kNN) queries. A fundamental challenge we address in this paper is to study what kind of indexing scheme can efficiently answer the moving queries. Fast evaluation is critical for processing moving queries as it not only improves the freshness of the query results by enabling more frequent reevaluation, but also increases the scalability of the system by enabling timely evaluation of a large number of moving queries over a large number of moving objects. Moving Queries. We describe a moving query q m 2 Q m by a quadruple: hi q ; i o ; r; fi. Here, i q is the unique query identifier, i o is the object identifier of the focal object of the query, r defines the shape of the spatial query region bound to the focal object of the query, and f is a Boolean predicate, called filter, defined over the properties (a p ) of the target objects of the query. Note that, r can be described by a closed shape description such as a rectangle or a circle. This closed shape description also specifies a binding point, through which it is bound to the focal object of the query. In the rest of the paper, we assume that a moving continual query specifies a circle as its range with its center serving as the binding point and we use r to denote the radius of the circle. A static spatial continual range query can be described as a special case where the query either has no focal object or the focal object is a stationary object. Namely, 8q s 2 Q s ; q s :i o ¼ null _ q s :i o 2 O s . We assume that a static continual range query specifies a rectangle or a circle as its range.
Before we give an overview of our approach, we first review three basic types of indexing techniques for evaluating moving range queries over moving objects and discuss their advantages and inherent weaknesses.
Object-Only Indexing (OI). In the object-only indexing approach, a spatial index is built on the object positions. Each time a new object position is received, the object index is updated. At each query evaluation phase, all queries are evaluated against the object index. An inherent drawback of the basic object-only indexing approach is the reevaluation of all queries against the object index regardless of whether or not the object position changes are of interest to the query. Object-only indexing is open to optimizations that can decrease the number or cost of the updates on the object index (see velocity-constrained indexing in [19] and TPR-trees in [20] ).
Query-Only Indexing (QI). In the query-only indexing approach, a spatial index is built on the spatial regions of the queries. Each time a new query position (the position of the query's focal object) is received, the query index is updated. At each query evaluation phase, each object position is evaluated against the query index and the queries that contain the object's position are determined. Note that this has to be done for every object as opposed to doing it only for objects that have moved since the last query evaluation phase. This is due to the fact that underlying queries are potentially moving. This significantly decreases the effectiveness of query-only indexing approach, although in the context of static continual range queries it has been shown that a query index may improve performance significantly [19] , [29] , [30] .
Object-and-Query Indexing (OQI). In the object-andquery indexing approach, two spatial indexes are built, one for the object positions and another for the spatial regions of the queries. Each time an object position is received, the object index is updated. Similarly, each time a new query position (the position of a query's focal object) is received, the query index is updated. At each query evaluation phase, each new object position is evaluated against the query index and the queries that contain the object's position are determined. Then, the query results are updated differentially. Similarly, at each query evaluation phase, each new query position is evaluated against the object index and the new result of the query is determined. The OQI approach evaluates object positions against the query index only for those objects that have changed their positions since the last query evaluation phase, as opposed to all the objects required by the query-only indexing approach. The OQI approach also evaluates queries against the object index only for those queries that have moved since the last query evaluation phase, as opposed to all the queries required by the object-only indexing approach. Although the OQI approach incurs a higher cost due to the maintenance of an additional index structure, it is open to a wider range of optimizations to reduce the cost and it does not have certain restrictions of the object-only indexing or query-only indexing approach.
Overview of the Proposed Solution
Cognizant of the pros and cons of the above three basic indexing schemes, we propose a motion-adaptive indexing scheme for efficient processing of moving queries over moving objects. We use the concept of motion-sensitive bounding boxes to model the dynamic behavior of both moving objects and moving queries. Such bounding boxes are not updated unless the position of a moving object or the spatial region of a moving query exceeds the borders of its bounding box. Instead of indexing frequently changing object positions or spatial regions of moving queries, we index less frequently changing motion-sensitive bounding boxes. This significantly decreases the number of update operations performed on the indexes. Our indexing scheme maintains both an index of object-based motion-sensitive bounding boxes (denoted as Index msb o ) and an index of query-based motion-sensitive bounding boxes (denoted as Index msb q ). More importantly, to address the problem of increased search cost due to frequent evaluation of queries, we employ two optimization techniques: 1) predictive query results and 2) motion-adaptive indexing. Query results are optimistically precomputed in the presence of object motion changes, with the amount of precomputation to be performed controlled by the motion-sensitive bounding boxes. The sizes of the motion-sensitive bounding boxes are dynamically adapted to the changing motion behaviors at the granularity of individual objects, allowing moving queries to be evaluated faster by performing fewer IOs. Fig. 1 gives a roadmap of methods applied for MCQ evaluation.
In the rest of this section, we describe the motionmodeling and motion update generation, which provides the foundation for motion-sensitive bounding boxes and predictive query results.
Motion Modeling. Modeling motions of moving objects for predicting their positions is a commonly used method in moving object indexing [27] , [12] . In reality, a moving object moves and changes its velocity vector continuously. Motion modeling uses approximation for prediction. Concretely, instead of reporting their position updates each time they move, moving objects report their velocity vector and position updates only when their velocity vectors change and this change is significant enough. (This technique is known as dead reckoning [5] .) In order to evaluate moving queries between the last update reporting and the next update reporting, the positions of the moving objects are predicted using a simple linear function of time. Given that the last received velocity vector of an object is " v v, its position is " p p and the time its velocity update was recorded is t, the future position of the object at time t þ Át can be predicted as "
We use a linear motion function in this paper, since it is the commonly used model in moving object databases [28] . We refer readers to [1] for a study of nonlinear motion modeling for moving object indexing.
Prediction-based motion modeling decreases the amount of information sent to the query-processing engine by reducing the frequency of position reporting from each moving object. Furthermore, it allows the system to optimistically precompute future query results. Below, we briefly describe how the moving objects generate and send their motion updates to the server, where the query evaluation is performed.
Motion Update Generation. In order for the moving objects to decide when to report their velocity vector and position updates, they need to periodically compute if their velocity vectors have changed significantly. Concretely, at each time step, a moving object samples its current position and calculates the difference between its current position and the position predicted by the dead-reckoning algorithm based on the last motion update it reported to the server. In case this difference is larger than a specified threshold, say, ÁD, the new motion function parameters are relayed to the server. Fig. 2 provides an illustration. The path of a moving object is depicted with a solid line, where its path predicted by the server is depicted with a dashed line. The small squares on the solid line represent the current positions sampled by the moving object at each time step, and the small circles on the dashed line represent the positions the server predicts the object to be at in each of the corresponding time steps.
EFFICIENT EVALUATION OF MOVING CONTINUAL RANGE QUERIES
In this section, we describe the motion-adaptive indexing scheme for efficient processing of moving range queries over moving objects. We first describe the concept of motion-sensitive bounding boxes, and then discuss the mechanisms used for computing predictive query results, and outline the motion-adaptive approach for determining the sizes of motion sensitive bounding boxes. In addition, we provide an overview of the algorithms used for creating and maintaining the motion-adaptive indexes, an analytical model for IO estimation, and the concrete mechanism that adaptively determines the bounding-box sizes based on the dynamically changing motion behaviors of moving objects and moving queries.
Motion-Sensitive Bounding Boxes
Motion-sensitive bounding boxes (MSBs) can be defined for both moving queries and moving objects. Given a moving object o m , its associated MSB is calculated by extending the position of the object along each dimension by ðo m Þ times the velocity of the object in that direction. Given a moving query q m , the MSB of the moving query is calculated by extending the minimum bounding box of the query along each dimension by ðq m Þ times the velocity of the focal object of the query in that direction (see Fig. 3 for illustrations). Let Rectðl; mÞ denote a rectangle with l and m as any two endpoints of the rectangle that are on the same diagonal. Let signð" x xÞ denote a function over a vector " x x, which replaces each entry in " x x with 1 if it is greater than or equal to 0, with -1 otherwise. Then, we define the MSB for a moving where w s denotes the sign function signðq:velÞ.
For each moving query, its MSB is calculated and used in place of the query's spatial region in the query-based MSB index, that is Index msb q . Similarly, for each moving object, its MSB is calculated and used in place of the object's position in the object-based MSB index, that is, Index msb o . An important feature of indexing motion-sensitive boxes of moving objects and moving queries is the fact that an MSB is not updated unless the query's spatial region or the object's position exceeds the borders of its motion-sensitive bounding box. When this happens, we need to invalidate the MSB. As a result, a new MSB is calculated and the Index and Index msb q ). It is also crucial to note that, using MSBs does not introduce any inaccuracy in the query results, because we store the motion function of the object or the query together with its MSB inside the spatial index.
Although maintaining MSB indexes increase the cost of searching the index due to higher overlap of spatial objects being indexed, for appropriate values of the and parameters, the overall gain in the search cost due to the use of MSBs is significant, thanks to the incremental processing capabilities MSBs provide in conjunction with predictive query results. Concretely, when a query has not invalidated its MSB and has not changed its velocity vector, then the predictive results of the query are valid with regard to the objects for which no MSB invalidations or velocity vector changes have taken place. In case some of the objects had MSB invalidations or velocity vector changes, queries are not completely reevaluated. A query is completely reevaluated only when it has invalidated its MSB or it has changed its velocity vector. We will discuss the details of query evaluation in greater depth in Section 4.3. In summary, the incremental processing of queries helps minimize the overall search cost and compensates for the small increase in the per operation index search cost due to the use of MSBs. Fig. 4 summarizes the impact of using MSBs on the query evaluation in terms of update and search cost.
Furthermore, MSBs provide the following three advantages:
1. As opposed to approaches that alter the implementation of traditional spatial indexes for decreasing the update cost (like TPR-tree [20] or VCI index [19] ), motion-sensitive bounding boxes require almost no significant change to the underlying spatial index implementation. 2. They form a basis for deciding for which objects to precalculate query results with respect to a query (see Section 4.3). 3. By performing size adaptation at the granularity of individual objects, they lead to significant reductions in IO cost (see Section 4.4). In order to fully utilize the advantages made possible by MSBs in terms of query evaluation cost, we need mechanisms for dynamically determining the most appropriate values of the and parameters based on the motion behavior of moving objects and moving queries.
Predictive Query Results on a Per-Object Basis
It is well-known that one way of reducing IO and improving efficiency of evaluating moving queries is to precalculate future results of the continual queries. This approach has been used successfully in the context of continual moving kNN queries over static objects [23] . Most existing approaches to precalculating query results associate a time interval with each query that specifies the valid time for the precalculated results. One problem with perquery-based prediction in the context of moving queries over moving objects is the fact that a change on the motion function of any of the moving objects may cause the invalidation of some of the precalculated results. This motivates us to introduce predictive query results, where the prediction is conducted on per-object basis.
Given a query, its predictive query result differs from a regular query result in the sense that each object in the predictive query result has an associated time interval indicating the time period in which the object is expected to be included in the query result. We denote the predictive query result of query q 2 Q by P QRðqÞ. Each entry in a predictive query result takes the form ho; ½t s ; t e i. We call the entry associated with object o 2 O in P QRðqÞ the predictive query result entry of object o with regard to query q, and the interval ½t s ; t e associated with object o the valid prediction time interval of the predictive query result entry.
Calculating the valid prediction time intervals is done as follows: Given a static continual range query and a moving object with its motion function, it is straightforward to calculate the intersection points of the query's spatial region and the ray formed by the moving object's trajectory (See case I in Fig. 5) . Similarly, to calculate the intersection point of a moving query and a moving or nonmoving object (assuming that we only consider moving queries with circle-shaped spatial regions), we need to solve a quadratic function of time. Formally, let q 2 Q be a query with focal object o f 2 O m , let o 2 O be an object, and let Distða; bÞ denote the Euclidean distance between the two points a and b. We can calculate the time interval in which the object o is expected to be in the result set of query q by solving the formula: The predictive query results are precalculated on a perobject basis and the result entries are correct unless the motion function of the focal object of a query or the motion function of the moving object associated with the query result entry have changed within the valid prediction-time interval. As a result, there are two key questions to answer in order to effectively use the predictive query results in evaluating MCQs:
Prediction: For each moving query, should we perform prediction on all moving objects? If not, how do we determine for which objects we should do prediction? Obviously, we should not perform prediction for objects that are far away from the spatial region of the query within a period of time, as the predicted results are less likely to hold until those objects reach to the proximity of the query.
Invalidation: When and how to update the predictive results?
This can be referred to as the invalidation policy for perobject-based prediction. The predictive query results may be invalid and, thus, need to be updated when the motion function of a moving query or the motion function of a moving object changes. In addition, the predictive results may need to be refreshed when the objects in the predictive query results have moved away from the proximity of the query or when the objects that did not participate in the prediction have entered the proximity of the query.
Determining Predictive Query Results Using MSBs
MSBs are used to effectively determine for which objects we should perform result prediction with respect to a query (answering the first question listed in Section 4.2). Concretely, for a given query, objects whose MSBs intersect with the query's MSB are considered as potential candidates of the query's predictive result. Fig. 6 gives an illustration of how predictive query results integrate with motionsensitive bounding boxes. Consider the moving query q 1 with its query MSB and four moving objects o 1 ; o 2 ; o 3 ; and o 4 as shown in Fig. 6 . In the figure, o 1 In order to achieve an IO-efficient solution, the MSB sizes should be adjusted such that the PQRs are calculated for a sufficiently large set of objects to take advantage of precomputation. However, result prediction should not be performed for objects that are far away from a query, and, thus, are likely to invalidate their PQRs before becoming of interest to the query. We use and parameters to adjust the MSB sizes on a per-object/query basis to optimize this trade-off. The details are given in Section 4.5.
Motion-Adaptive Indexing
We have described the main ideas and mechanisms used in our motion-adaptive indexing scheme. In this section, we describe motion-adaptive indexing as a query evaluation technique that integrates the ideas and mechanisms presented so far for efficient processing of moving queries over moving objects. 
Processing Moving Queries: An Overview
The
We create and maintain two tables, a moving object table and a moving query table. They store information regarding the moving objects and moving queries. The static queries and static objects are included in the spatial MSB indexes but not in the two tables. The periodic evaluation is performed by scanning these tables at each query evaluation phase and performing updates and searches on the spatial indexes as needed in order to incrementally maintain the query results as objects and the spatial regions of the queries move. Detailed descriptions of the two tables are given below:
Moving Object Table ( MOT): An MOT entry is a tuple ði o ; i q ; " p p; " v v; t; B msb ; P cm ; V ch Þ and stores information regarding a moving object. Here, i o is the moving object identifier, i q is the query identifier of the moving query whose focal object's identifier is i o , i q is null if no such moving query exists, " p p is the last received position, " v v is the last received velocity vector of the moving object, t is the time stamp of the motion updates (" p p and " v v) received from the moving object, B msb is the MSB of the moving object, P cm is an estimate on the period of constant motion of the object, and V ch is a Boolean variable indicating whether the object has changed its motion function since the last query evaluation phase.
Moving Query Table ( MQT): An MQT entry is a tuple ði q ; " p p; " v v; r; t; B msb ; P cm ; V ch Þ and stores information regarding a moving query. Here, i q is the moving query identifier; " p p andṽ v are the last received position and the last received velocity vector of the query's focal object, respectively; t is the time stamp of the motion updates (p p andṽ v) received from the focal object, r is the radius of the moving query's spatial region, B msb is the MSB of the moving query, P cm is an estimate of the period of constant motion of the object, and V ch is a Boolean variable indicating whether or not the focal object has changed its motion function since the last query evaluation phase. Note that the information in MQT is to some extent redundant with respect to MOT. However, the redundant information is required during the moving query table scan. Without redundancy, we would need to look them up from the moving object table, which could be costly.
The MOT and MQT table entries are updated whenever new motion updates are received from the moving objects. The P cm entries are updated using a simple weighted running average. The details are given in Algorithm 1 (Fig. 7) . Assuming that moving objects decide whether or not they should send new motion updates at every P mu seconds (called the motion update period), one of our aims is to perform a single query evaluation phase in less than P mu seconds in order not to miss any motion updates, i.e., having P s P mu . If, under the available resources, a given implementation of MAI is unable to perform the query evaluation with P s P mu satisfied, then the query evaluation period P s has to be increased, i.e., query evaluation has to be performed less frequently. Since the effects of motion updates are reflected in the query results during the next query evaluation step, false positives and false negatives arise between query reevaluations more frequently for larger P s values. However, this problem is not specific to MAI. In general, when the available resources are not sufficient to handle all queries and position updates in real time, false positives and negatives will temporarily arise in the query results. When we have P s P mu , then it is at least guaranteed that no motion updates are missed.
Although the moving object and query tables increase the storage requirements of the proposed solution, for most cases the server already contains tables corresponding to all objects and all queries. The object table may contain detailed information about various object attributes and the query table may contain attributes of the queries. In the worst case, where all of the objects and all of the queries are moving, we can expect the size of the database to double due to the inclusion of MOT and MQT. However, we feel that such an increase is acceptable when the improvement in performance is considered. Fig. 8 gives an overall sketch of the query evaluation process. At each query evaluation phase, we need to perform query table scan and object table scan. The scan algorithms presented in the next section describe how these two tasks are performed.
The Scan Algorithms
At each query evaluation phase, two scans are performed. The first scan is on the moving object MOT Scan. During the MOT scan, when processing an entry, we first check whether the associated object of the entry has invalidated its MSB (using " p p; " v v; t; and B msb ) or changed its motion function since the last query evaluation period (based on V ch ). (See Fig. 9a .) If none of these has happened, we proceed to the next entry without performing any operation on the spatial MSB indexes. Otherwise, we first update the Index msb o . In case there is an MSB invalidation, a new MSB is calculated for the object and the Index msb o is updated. The value used for calculating the new MSB is selected adaptively, using j" v vj and P cm (see Section 4.5.2 for further details). If there has been a motion function change, the data associated with the entry of the object's MSB in the Index msb o is also updated. Once the Index msb o is updated, two searches are performed on the Index msb q . First, using the old MSB of the object, the Index msb q is searched and all the queries whose MSBs intersect with the old MSB of the object are retrieved. The object is then removed from the results of those queries (if it is already in). Then, a second search is performed with the newly calculated MSB of the object, and all queries whose MSBs intersect with the new MSB of the object are retrieved. For all those queries, result prediction is performed against the object. Last, the query result entries obtained from the prediction with nonempty time intervals are added into their associated query results.
MQT Scan. During the MQT scan, when processing a query entry we first check whether the associated query of the entry has invalidated its MSB (using " p p; " v v; r; t; and B msb ) or its focal object has changed its motion function since the last query evaluation phase (based on V ch ). (See Fig. 9b ) If none of these has happened, we proceed to the next entry without performing any operation on the spatial indexes. Otherwise, we first update the Index msb q . In case there is an MSB invalidation, a new MSB is calculated for the query and the Index msb q is updated. The value used for calculating the new MSB is selected adaptively, using j" v vj and P cm (see Section 4.5.2 for details). If there has been a motion function change, the data associated with the entry of the query's MSB in the Index msb q is also updated. Once the Index msb q is updated, a single search is performed on the Index msb o with the newly calculated MSB of the query. All objects whose MSBs intersect with the new query MSB are retrieved. For all those objects, result prediction is performed against the query. The predictive query result entries with nonempty time intervals are added into the query result and all old query results are removed.
Note that after the MOT scan, all results are correct for the queries whose MSBs are not invalidated and whose focal objects have not changed their motion functions. For queries that have invalidated their MSBs or whose focal objects have changed their motion functions, the query results are recalculated during the MQT scan. Therefore, all of the query results are up-to-date after the MQT scan, given that MOT scan is performed first. The order of the scans can be reversed with some minor modifications.
Between query reevaluations, false positives and negatives may arise in the query results. False positives may only arise for objects and queries whose motion functions Object table and query table scans. have changed since the last query evaluation step. This is because when no motion updates take place, PQRs are accurate and can predict the departure of objects from the query regions correctly. On the other hand, false negatives may take place when some of the objects enter into MSBs of some queries between query reevaluations. This happens more frequently when P s is large. Since we encourage performing query reevaluations as frequently as possible, large P s values are unlikely.
Setting and Values
The and parameters used for calculating MSBs can be set based on the motion behavior of the objects, in order to achieve more efficient query evaluation. There are two important characteristics of object motions: 1) the speed of the object and 2) the period of constant motion of the object (i.e., the length of the time period it takes for the motion function to change). For instance, for a query whose focal object changes its motion function frequently, it may not be a good idea to perform too much prediction. Thus, the value for this query's MSB should be kept smaller. However, for an object with high speed, a small value may not be appropriate, as it may cause frequent MSB invalidations. As a result, it is important to design a motion-adaptive method that can set the values of and parameters adaptively. A common approach to runtime parameter setting is to develop an analytical model and use it to guide the runtime selection of the best parameter settings. We develop an analytical model for estimating the IO cost of performing query evaluation. This model is used as the guide to build an offline computed T able, giving the best and values for different value pairs of speed and period of constant motion of a moving object.
Analytical Model for IO Estimation
We develop an analytical model for estimating the IO cost of performing query evaluation, i.e., the two scans performed at each query evaluation phase. The formulations in this section are derived based on the average values for the speed and the period of constant motion of a moving object. For the purpose of offline T able creation, the associated speed and period of constant motion values are taken from the table cells. Table 2 lists some of the symbols used in this section and their meanings.
Let A mo denote the average area of a moving object MSB and A mq denote the average area of a moving query MSB. Denoting the average object speed as V a , based on the definition of MSBs we have:
The derivation of A mo follows from the fact that the side of a moving object MSB has an average size of times the average speed of the object on the side's direction. Averaging over all possible angles for the velocity vector, we have
The derivation for the moving query MSBs follow a similar formulation, with the exception that the diameter of the query, denoted by 2 Ã R mq , is also included in the equation. Let A o denote the average size of the object bounding boxes stored in the Index msb o (static objects are assumed to have a box with zero area) and A q denote the average size of the query bounding boxes stored in the Index msb q . Then, we have
The derivation of A o follows from the fact that N mo =N o fraction of the objects (that are moving objects) have an average MSB size of A mo and the rest (stationary objects) have an MSB size of 0. Given this information, the following four quantities can be analytically derived based on well-studied R-tree cost models [26] : node IO cost during the processing of The derivation of N vc q follows from the fact that a moving query causes a velocity change event only if its focal object causes a velocity change event and that only N vc o =N mo fraction of the moving objects cause velocity change events. Let N mot denote the expected value of the number of entries in the object table that caused velocity change or box invalidation events and let N mqt denote the expected value of the number of entries in the query table that caused velocity change or box-invalidation events. Assuming that an object causes a velocity change event independent of whether it has caused an MSB invalidation and similarly assuming that a query causes a velocity change event independent of whether it has caused an MSB invalidation, we have:
; and
Finally, the total IO cost for the periodic scan, C io , can then be calculated, considering that for an entry of MOT that requires processing due to velocity change or MSB invalidation, an update on the Index 
T able and Adaptive Parameter Selection
The cost function developed in this section has a global minimum that optimizes the IO cost of the query evaluation.
We build an offline computed T able, which gives the optimal and values for different value pairs of object speed (" v v) and period of constant motion (P cm ), calculated using the cost function we have developed. We implement the T able as a 2D matrix, whose rows correspond to different object speeds and whose columns correspond to different periods of constant motion, and the entries are optimal ð; Þ pairs. Recall that, as discussed in Section 4.4, when we calculate the MSBs of moving objects and moving queries, we already have the estimates on periods of constant motion and speeds of all moving objects including the focal objects of the moving queries. We can decide the best and values to use during MSB calculation by performing a single lookup from the offline computed T able. Fig. 10a plots the average time it takes to perform one complete query evaluation phase (labeled as total query evaluation time) as a function of and . These values are from the actual implementation of motion-adaptive indexing. Fig. 10b plots the analytical node IO count estimate of performing one query evaluation phase as a function of and . Two important observations can be obtained by comparing these graphs. First, they show that the IO cost is dominant on the time it takes to perform query evaluation, as the node IO count graph highly determines the shape of the query evaluation time graph. Second, the optimal values of and calculated using the analytical cost function indeed result in faster query evaluation.
In Table 3 , we give a sampled subset of the T able that is used in the experiment reported in Fig. 12 of Section 6. The actual table covers a larger range and has a higher resolution. Each entry in the table is in the form ð; Þ. We make two observations from Table 3 . First, with increasing object speeds, the optimal and values decrease. This is because for high speeds the and parameters should be kept small in order to avoid large MSBs, which will cause high overlap and increase the cost of spatial index operations. Second, with decreasing period of constant motion, the optimal and values decrease. This is because large MSBs are undesirable when the predictability is poor (period of constant motion is small), since they will result in a larger number of invalidated P QRs and thus increased IO cost. We will provide performance results on the improvement provided by the adaptive parameter selection in Section 6.3.
EVALUATING MOVING kNN QUERIES WITH MOTION ADAPTIVE INDEXING
Moving continual k-nearest neighbor ðkNNÞ queries over moving objects can be evaluated using the main mechanisms employed for moving range query evaluation. A moving kNN query is defined similar to a moving range query, except that instead of a range, the parameter k is specified for retrieving the k nearest neighbors of the focal object of the query. A unique feature of our motion-adaptive indexing scheme is its ability to efficiently process both continual moving range queries and continual moving kNN queries. Note that, for a mobile database system that has to manage both range MCQs and kNN MCQs, solutions that are exclusive to kNN queries will introduce extra overhead, since the indexes and data structures are not shared with the range query evaluation component, further exacerbating the problem of high index maintenance cost in moving object databases. In contrast, our solution uses a common framework to support both range and kNN queries, so that workloads that are mixtures of kNN queries and range queries are efficiently handled. In order to extend the motion-adaptive indexing developed for evaluating moving range queries to the evaluation of moving kNN queries, we introduce the concept of safe radius and two mechanisms: guaranteed safe radius and optimistic safe radius. To evaluate kNN queries with the use of safe radii, we need to make the following three changes:
1. During the MQT table scan, when a query invalidates its MSB or changes its motion function, we calculate a safe radius, which is guaranteed to contain at least k moving objects until the next time the safe radius is calculated ( is an upper bound for this time). Then, the kNN query is installed as a standard MCQ with its range equal to the safe radius.
Instead of storing time intervals in query result
entries, we store the distance of the objects from the focal object of the query as a function of time.
At the end of each query evaluation phase, results
are sorted based on their distances to their associated focal objects by using the distance functions stored within the query result entries. The top k result entries are then marked as the current results. The important step here is to calculate a safe radius that will make sure that at least k objects will be contained within the safe radius during the next t time units. We propose two different approaches to tackle this problem: the guaranteed safe radius (GSR) and the optimistic safe radius (OSR).
The guaranteed safe radius approach retrieves the current k nearest neighbors, and for each object in the list calculates the maximum possible value the distance between the object and the focal object of the query can take at the end of the next t time units. This can be calculated using the focal object's motion function and the upper bounds on the maximum speeds of these k nearest neighbor objects. The maximum of these k calculated distances will give the safe radius. However, there are two problems. First, it requires us to know the upper bounds on the speeds of moving objects. Second, the calculated safe radius may become unnecessarily large, negatively affecting the performance.
The optimistic safe radius approach retrieves the current k nearest neighbors, and for each object in the list calculates the maximum value of the distance between the object and the focal object of the query can take throughout the next t time units, assuming that the objects will not change their motion functions during this time. For each of the k objects, this calculation can be done using the current motion function of the object and the motion function of the query's focal object. The maximum of these k calculated distances will give the safe radius. This approach guarantees that k objects will be contained within the safe radius during the next t time units under the assumption that the initial set of k nearest neighbors do not change their motion functions during this period. When using this approach, if the number of objects in the result of a kNN query turns out to be smaller than k, we fall back to the traditional spatial index kNN search plan for that query until the next time a new safe radius is calculated. Fig. 11 illustrates how safe radii are calculated with an example 2NN query, where the focal object is o 1 and the two nearest neighbors at time t 0 are objects o 2 and o 3 . The safe radius is calculated to be valid during the next time units. We will provide the performance comparison of guaranteed safe radius (GSR) and optimistic safe radius (OSR) in Section 6.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes five sets of experiments, which are used to evaluate our solution. The first set of experiments compares the performance of motion-adaptive indexing against various existing approaches. The second set of experiments illustrates the advantages of adaptive parameter selection over fixed parameter setting on the sizes of bounding boxes. The third set of experiments studies the effect of skewed data and query distribution on query evaluation performance. The fourth set of experiments analyzes the scalability of the proposed approach with respect to queries with varying sizes of spatial regions, varying percentages of moving queries, and varying numbers of objects. Finally, the fifth set of experiments present the effectiveness of the motion-adaptive approach to evaluating moving continual kNN queries over moving objects.
System Parameters and Setup
In the experiments presented in the rest of the paper, the parameters take their default values listed in Table 4 , when not specified otherwise. Based on the default values, 50 percent of the objects are moving and the remaining 50 percent are static. Similarly, 50 percent of the queries are moving and the remaining 50 percent are static. Different percentages of moving queries are studied in Section 6.6. Moving queries are assigned range values from the list f5; 4; 3; 2; 1g (in miles) using a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.6. Static queries are assigned side range values from the list f8; 7; 5; 4; 2g (in miles) using a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.6.
The default object density is taken in accordance with previous work [19] , [20] . Objects and queries are randomly distributed in the area of interest except in Section 6.5, where we consider skewed distributions. Objects that belong to different classes with strictly varying movement behaviors are considered in Section 6.3. The paths followed by the objects are random, i.e., each time a motion function update occurs, a random direction and a random speed are chosen. The object speeds are selected from the range ð0; 150 (in miles/hour) uniformly at random. Table 4 gives details of other important system parameters. We vary the values of many system parameters to study their effects on the performance.
For R Ã -trees, a 101-node LRU buffer is used with 4-KByte page size. Branching factor of the internal tree nodes is 100 and the fill factor is 0.5. Relative merits of our techniques shown in the rest of the section are also valid under scenarios with large buffer sizes (which effectively makes it a main memory algorithm); however, we do not report those results. All experiments are performed using R Ã -trees; except that in Section 6.5 a static grid-based spatial index implementation is used for comparison purposes.
We compare the performance of motion-adaptive indexing against various existing approaches, in terms of query evaluation time and node IO counts. The approaches used for comparison are brute force (BF), objectonly indexing (OI), query-only indexing (QI), object-and-query indexing (OQI), motion-adaptive indexing (MAI), and object indexing with MSBs (OIB). The brute force calculation is performed by scanning through the objects. During the scan, all queries are considered against each object in order to calculate the results. The OI approach uses an object index which is updated for all objects that have moved since the last query evaluation phase 1 and searched for all queries in order to evaluate the query results. The QI approach uses a query index, which is updated for all queries that have moved since the last query evaluation step and is searched for all object positions in order to update the query results incrementally. OQI is a strippeddown version of MAI without MSBs and PQRs. OIBs is similar to pure object-only indexing, except that the motion sensitive boxes are used instead of object positions in the spatial index (without the PQRs). Fig. 12 plots the total query evaluation time for a fixed number of objects (50 K) with a varying number of queries (2.5 K to 20 K). The horizontal line in the figure represents the scan period. We consider a query evaluation scheme as acceptable when the total query evaluation time is less than the scan period. Note that the scan period, P s , is set to be equal to the motion update period, P mu , in this set of experiments. Fig. 13 plots the query evaluation node IO count for the same setup. The node IO is divided into four different components:
Performance Comparison
1. node IO due to object index update, 2. node IO due to object index search, 3. node IO due to query index update, and 4. node IO due to query index search. Each component is depicted with a different shade in Fig. 13 . Several observations can be obtained from Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . Fig. 12 . Query evaluation time.
1. Although update-efficient object indexes exist [20] , [24] , we show that their use does not change our conclusion for large or moderate numbers of queries, in which cases search cost is the dominant factor. First, the approaches with an object index that is updated for all moving objects do not perform well when the number of queries is small. This is clear from the poor performances of OI and OQI for 2.5 K queries, as shown in Fig. 12 . The reason is straightforward. The cost of updating the object index dominates when the number of queries is small. This can also be observed by the obejct index update component of the OI in Fig. 13 . However, there are also significant costs for searching the object index for the OI approach. These costs dominate the total IO cost when the number of queries is large (see the case of 20 K queries in Fig. 13 ). This points out an important fact: Although it is possible to reduce the cost of updating the object index (for instance, by using a TPR-treebased object index [20] , [24] ), MAI still performs significantly better than such an obejct index-based approach.
Second, the approaches with a query index that is searched for a large number of objects do not perform well for a large number of queries. This is clear from the poor performances of QI and OQI for 20 K queries, as shown in Fig. 12 . This is due to the fact that the cost of searching the query index dominates when the number of queries is large. This can also be observed by the query index search component of the QI in Fig. 13 . Note that, for a small number of queries, the node IO count for QI appears as 0, because the query index fits into the LRU buffer.
Third, the brute force approach performs relatively well compared to OQI and slightly better than OI when the number of queries is small (2.5 K), as shown in Fig. 12 . Obviously, BF does not scale with the increasing number of queries, since the computational complexity of the brute force approach is OðN o Ã N q Þ, where N o is the total number of objects and N q is the total number of queries. Although OQI seems to be a consistent loser when compared to other indexing approaches, it is interesting to note that the motion-adaptive indexing is built on top of it and performs better than all other approaches.
Finally, it is worth noting that only MAI manages to provide good enough performance to satisfy P s P mu under all conditions. MAI provides around 75-80 percent savings in query evaluation time under all cases when compared to the best competing approach except OIB. However, OIB performs reasonably well but fails to scale well with increasing number of queries when compared to the proposed MAI approach.
Effect of Adaptive Parameter Selection
In order to illustrate the advantage of adaptive parameter selection, we compare motion-adaptive indexing against itself with static parameter selection. For the purpose of this experiment, we introduce three different classes of moving objects with strictly different movement behaviors. The first class of moving objects change their motion functions frequently (average period of constant motion: 1 minute) and move slowly (maximum speed: 20 miles/hour). The second class of moving objects possess the default properties described in Section 6.1. The third class of moving objects seldom change their motion functions (avgerage period of constant motion: 30 minutes) and move fast (maximum speed: 300 miles/hour). In order to observe the gain from adaptive parameter selection, we set the and parameters to the optimal values obtained for moving objects of the second class for the nonadaptive case. First, we notice that the adaptive parameter selection has a clear performance advantage. This is clearly observed from Fig. 14 , which shows significant improvement provided by motion-adaptive indexing over static parameter setting in both query evaluation time and node IO count.
Second, it is important to note that the objects belonging to the first class or the third class cannot be ignored even if their numbers are small. Even for 1:4:1 distribution, where the second class of objects is dominant, we see a significant improvement with MAI. Note that objects belonging to the first and the third class are expensive to handle. The first class of objects are expensive as they cause frequent motion updates which in turn causes more processing during MOT and MQT scans. The third class of objects are also expensive, as they cause frequent MSB invalidation which instigates more processing during MOT and MQT scans. The fact that both query evaluation time and node IO count are declining along the x-axis shows that it is obviously more expensive to handle the first and the third class of objects.
Storage Cost
Since MAI uses both an object index and a query index, its storage requirements are expected to be larger than the storage requirements of the other alternatives considered in this section. However, given that the processing resources are the limiting factor for handling continuous queries in the mobile object monitoring context, this increase in the storage cost is acceptable considering the savings in IO cost and query evaluation time provided by MAI. In Fig. 15 , we report the storage cost of the MAI approach, relative to other alternatives, for three different settings for the jOj : jQj ratio, that are 1:0.01, 1:0.1, and 1:1. We observe from the figure that, relative to OI and OIB, MAI has a storage cost of around three times and 1.25 times for the case of jOj : jQj ¼ 0 : 0:01 and around 2.15 times and 1.35 times for the case of jOj : jQj ¼ 0 : 0:1, respectively. For the extreme case of jOj : jQj ¼ 1 : 1, where the number of queries is equal to the number of objects, we see that MAI has a storage cost of around three times and two times relative to OI and OIB, respectively. In general, the number of queries is expected to be smaller than the number of objects. Thus, it is fair to say that MAI has a storage cost that is around two times that of a simple obejct index-based approach. The figure also shows results relative to the QI and QIB approaches. It is observed that MAI incurs up to five times more storage cost compared to QI, the worst-case scenario happening when the number of queries is the smallest, that is jOj : jQj ¼ 0 : 0:01: However, given the poor performance of QI compared to both OI and MAI, the savings it provides in terms of storage cost are not of much value.
Effect of Data and Query Skewness
Our experiments up to now have assumed uniform objectand-query distribution. In this section, we conduct experiments with skewed data and query distributions. We model skewness using two parameters, number of hot spots (N h ) and scatter deviation (d). We randomly pick N h different positions within the area of interest, which correspond to hot-spot regions. When assigning an initial position to an object, we first pick a random hot-spot position from the N h different hot spots and then place the object around the hot-spot position using a normally distributed distance function on both x and y dimensions with zero mean and d standard deviation. Scatter deviation d is set to 25 miles in all experiments and the number of hot spots is varied to experiment with different skewness conditions. Queries also follows the same distribution with objects. Fig. 17 shows the object and query distribution for N h ¼ 5 and N h ¼ 30.
We also experiment with different spatial indexing mechanisms. We have implemented a static grid-based spatial index, backed up by a B þ -tree with z-ordering [6] . The optimal cell size of the grid is determined based on the workload. The motivation for using a static grid is that with frequently updated data it may be more profitable to use a statically partitioned spatial index that can be easily updated. Actually, previous work done for static range queries over moving objects [11] has shown that using a static grid outperforms most other well-known spatial index structures for in-memory databases. With this experiment, we also investigate whether a similar situation exists in secondary storage based indexing in the context of MCQs. and Index msb q . Note that the smaller the number of hot spots, the more skewed the distribution is. Fig. 16 shows that decreasing the number of hot spots quadratically increases the query evaluation time. But even for N h ¼ 5, the query evaluation time does not exceed the query evaluation period. Fig. 16 also shows that R Ã -tree performs the best under all conditions.
Scalability Study
In this section, we study the scalability of the proposed solution with respect to the varying size of query ranges, the varying percentage of moving queries over the total number of spatial queries, and the varying total number of objects. We first measure the impact of the query range and the moving query percentage on the query evaluation performance. We use the range factor (r f ) to experiment with different workloads in terms of different query ranges. The query radius and query side length parameters given in Section 6.1 are multiplied by the range factor r f in order to alter the size of query regions. Note that multiplying the range factor by two in fact increases the area of the query range by four. Fig. 18 plots the total query evaluation time as a function of moving query percentage for different range factors. As shown in Fig. 18 , the scalability in terms of moving query percentage is extremely good. The slope of the query evaluation time function shows good reduction with increasing percentage of moving objects. Increasing the range factor shows roughly linear increase (with a multiplier that increases with increasing moving query percentage, % 0.25 to % 0.5 for 0 percent to 100 percent) on the query evaluation time.
In Fig. 19 , we study the effect of the number of objects on the query evaluation performance. Fig. 19 plots the total query evaluation time as a function of number of objects for different spatial index structures used for Index msb o and Index msb q . The number of queries is set to its default value of 5 K. From Fig. 19 , we observe a linear increase in the query evaluation time with the increasing number of objects. The query evaluation time for 200 K objects is around four times the query evaluation time for 50 K objects for the R Ã -tree implementation of Index msb o and Index msb q , which shows better scalability with increasing number of objects than the static-grid implementation.
Performance Comparison for Continual kNN Queries
We compare the performance of MCQ-based moving continual kNN query evaluation against the object-only indexing approach. In object-only indexing, the object index is updated and the kNN queries are evaluated against the updated object index during each query evaluation phase. In this experiment, 10 K objects are used with the same object density (N o =A) specified in Section 6.1, where 50 percent of the objects are moving with the default motion parameters from Section 6.1. All queries are moving continual kNN queries and the number of queries ranges from 0.5 K to 4 K. The k values of the kNN queries are selected from the list f5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10g using a Zipf distribution with parameter 0.6. Fig. 20 plots the total query evaluation time and Fig. 21 plots the node IO count for different number of objects with different approaches. The node IO count is divided into two components. The lower part shows the node IO due to index searches, where the upper part shows the node IO due to index updates. Evaluating moving continual kNN queries with motionadaptive indexing shows significant improvement over an object-only indexing approach. Between the two variations of safe radius, OSR (optimistic safe radius-based approach) performs better than GSR (guaranteed safe radius-based approach). Object-only indexing with MSBs (OIB) slightly outperforms GSR. However, OSR provides 20 to 40 percent improvement in total query evaluation time over OIB.
An interesting statistic is the average result accuracy of the range MCQs used to answer kNN queries, for GSR and OSR techniques. Concretely, the ratio of the k value specified in the query to the average number of results in the MCQ used to answer the query is an important measure to assess the effectiveness of using range queries as a filtering step in answering kNN. In Fig. 22 , the range MCQ result accuracy for kNN queries is plotted as a function of k for optimistic and guaranteed safe radius techniques. The k values used in the figure are in the range ½5; 10. For k ¼ 5 and with OSR, one-fifth of the results of a range MCQ constitute the result of the associated kNN query. This means that the size of the result set of the range MCQ is 25 for a 5NN query, on the average. Importantly, the accuracy of the range MCQs increase with increasing k. For instance, for k ¼ 10 and with OSR, one-quarter of the results of a range MCQ constitute the result of the associated kNN query. This increasing trend in accuracy is very useful, since the cost of query evaluation increases with increasing k and it is important that the range MCQs provide good filtering for such costly kNN queries. Fig. 22 also shows that GSR performs poorly compared to OSR, having a very low accuracy value of 6 percent to 8 percent, where k ranges from 5 to 10.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a system and a motion-adaptive indexing scheme for efficient processing of moving queries over moving objects. Our approach has three unique features. First, we use the concept of motion-sensitive bounding boxes (MSBs) to model the dynamic motion behavior of both moving objects and moving queries and we promote indexing less frequently changing MSBs together with the motion functions of the objects, instead of indexing frequently changing object positions. This significantly decreases the number of update operations performed on the indexes. Second, we propose using motion-adaptive indexing in the sense that the sizes of the MSBs can be dynamically adapted to the moving object behavior at the granularity of individual objects. Concretely, we develop a model for estimating the cost of moving query evaluation, and use the analytical model to guide the setting and the adaptation of several system parameters dynamically. As a result, the moving queries can be evaluated faster by performing fewer IOs Finally, we advocate the use of predictive query results to reduce the number of search operations to be performed on the spatial indexes. Other important characteristics of our approach include the extension of the motion-adaptive indexing scheme to the evaluation of moving continual kNN queries through the concept of guaranteed safe radius and optimistic safe radius. We report a series of experimental performance results for different workloads, including scenarios based on skewed object and query distribution, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our motion-adaptive indexing scheme through comparisons with other alternative indexing mechanisms. We have shown that the proposed motion-adaptive indexing scheme is efficient for evaluation of both moving continual range queries and moving continual kNN queries. 
